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Introduction
Its difficult to put the last year into words, it’s been an extraordinary year, like no other in living memory. On the 11th
March 2020 the World Health Organisation declared Covid-19 as a pandemic and on the 23rd March the UK
Government announced the first UK wide lockdown and our lives were about to change significantly. The videos and
images from Italian hospitals were tragic, we were in dark times. Even though these were truly difficult times there
were glimmers of hope and we came together to support each other where we could. The singing of Luciano
Pavarotti’s ‘Nessun Dorma’ by a resident on a Roman balcony to send comfort and togetherness to fellow residents
on lockdown was quite moving.
Closer to home things also started to develop and the speed in which communities reacted was quite outstanding,
across the UK communities came together to support residents that needed to isolate due to being vulnerable.
Volunteers got together to shop and deliver food, collect prescriptions, post letters or even just have a chat on the
phone to alleviate loneliness.
The residents in Truro also supported each other at this time of national crisis and our Community Development
service had to work a bit differently this year; but our main aim to empower the residents of Truro remained the
same. We worked closely with residents and communities to help deliver the needed support due to the difficulties
Covid-19 was presenting.
We got in touch with the nine community groups we work with to explain how we can assist them to support
residents, through helping design their letters of support, printing what was needed and giving advice of how to help
their fellow residents safely and effectively.
New Beginning Community Association (NBCA) Malabar, Hendra Community Group and Rosedale Community
Association really took the mantle to support residents in their communities.
•
•
•

We worked with NBCA Malabar by facilitating 8 NBCA Malabar team meetings, we printed 1869 leaflets and
worked with the team to deliver 3 times to 623 houses in the Malabar community
We printed 450 leaflets and worked with Rosedale Community Association to deliver twice to 225 houses in
the Rosedale community
We printed 688 leaflets to be delivered twice to 344 houses in the Hendra community

Every time someone read one of those leaflets, they were made aware there was help for them from volunteers in
the community that cared. This made a difference to the mental wellbeing of those that didn’t have members of
family or friends nearby.

In total we reached out and made sure 1192 households were delivered to and
made aware of this vital volunteer led service

“ I have been incredibly encouraged by the work done by local community groups
within my Division in getting notes out to households with details of who to
contact for help, support or whatever. Just based upon the deliveries of leaflets
that I did it was clear that it wasn’t just people who needed help that took comfort
from these leaflets but everyone who could see that there were people out there
who really cared. Finally, if nobody else is going to mention this I would single out
Damien Richards for the work he has done with community groups, in organising
printing of leaflets, encouraging people and just being there” – Cornwall Councillor

Truro City Council’s Community Development service is designed to support communities to
continue the great work they are already doing, organise events in communities, help them
grow the use of their centres and open areas and have strong, open community groups to
deliver positive action in their neighbourhoods and bring communities together. We currently
work with nine communities in Truro and that will grow as Truro grows.
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In the housing communities our Community
Development service reaches out to
9 communities containing 2863 Houses with an average of 2.3 people per household *according to the
2011 census, we deliver projects and work with voluntary and community sector groups representing 6585
people.

Truro City Council understands that Community Development leads to stronger communities which in turn will
lead to safer neighbourhoods and a greater wellbeing of the residents. We love seeing communities come
together and we’re here to support, empower and inspire this to happen. We currently work with; Tregurra,
Treffry Road, Malabar, Hendra, Beechwood Parc, Penn An Dre, Malpas Road, Trelander and St. Clements Close
and Rosedale. We work with each of these areas at different levels and in different ways, some we support and
some we are heavily involved with. This however is not exhaustive; we are also involved with other projects in the
city at a hands-on and strategic level.

‘The United Nations defines Community Development as “a process where community members come
together to take collective action and generate solutions to common problems.” It is a broad term given
to the practices of activists, involved citizens and professionals to improve various aspects of communities,
typically aiming to build stronger and more resilient local communities.’
"Community development". UNTERM. Archived from the original on 14 July 2014. Retrieved 7 July 2014.

This annual report will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Statistics, where our work has been focused this year
Out in the community, how we’ve interacted with the community
Update, what’s been happening in the communities we work with
Other projects and partnerships we are involved with in Truro
A report from our Assistant Community Development Worker, Catherine Williams
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Where has our work been focused
this year?

The data in this section of the report will show where our engagements have been, which is connected to the final
section and how the engagements have made a difference in our communities and associated projects.
The data is collected by accounting for the meetings/engagements from April 2020 - April 2021 which took place on
Zoom, MS Teams, Skype, phone and face to face. This is shown on the horizontal chart axis (0 - 60 engagements).
Our main work has been around working with volunteer and community groups in the housing communities in
Truro. From April 2020 – April 2021 we connected 256 times through meetings and housing communities related
engagements (resident groups and individuals, community and voluntary sector and connected matters to the areas
we work with). That data has been left off the chart as it’s such a significant section of our work and the chart below
allows us to focus on other areas. The chart shows where we’ve been working in overall and it’s interesting to note
that the highest level of work (apart from general housing communities related engagements) has been Covid-19
support (49 engagements), nature and environment (52 engagements) and policing and safety (56 engagements,
mostly related to Anti-Social Behaviour). Our nature and environment engagements were meaningful, and part of
that work includes setting up virtual meetings for Friends of Coosebean and Friends of Daubuz Moors which has
paved the way for both of those groups to be fully constituted so they can work with us to lead on projects and apply
for funds.

Nature and Environment (including meetings with
our Countryside Ranger and nature and environment
groups)
Covid-19 support related (with volunteers and
groups, specific Covid-19 related)
Infrastructure and buildings (Pydar Pop Up, Hendra
Hall, Langarth Garden Village etc)
Arts and culture (Cultural Compact, cultural events,
art projects etc)
Health, Wellbeing and Social Prescribing
Policing and Safety (ASB, Truro Safe, Action Groups,
PACT etc)
Young people work (meetings with youth workers,
Truro Safe 'Young People Priority' etc)
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The next chart shows where our engagements relating to Covid-19 peaked and no surprise it correlates with the
spikes in infection and lockdowns. In April 2020 there were 20 Covid-19 related engagements and January 2021, 13
Covid-19 related engagements. These were the times when the community support for those in need was the most
active and we were there to work with the groups for that to happen.

Covid-19 support related (meetings with volunteers and groups,
specific Covid-19 related)
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The next chart shows where our engagements connected with anti-social behaviour were at the highest. This
seemed to peak in the summer where there were issues in the community and action groups wanted to support the
police to make their communities better places to live. One in particular was the Tregurra ‘Action and Growth Group’
which we formed with residents to make a real difference, resulting in 2 residents that were causing terrible antisocial behaviour issues in the community having to move on. As we attended Truro Safe meetings we were able to
bring residents together to work with Cornwall Housing and Cornwall Council’s Anti-Social Behaviour Caseworker.
This was to proactively make a difference in the community and get partnership backing for an information letter to
be distributed where needed, as well as supporting Tregurra’s ‘Action and Growth’ Group. There is now a bright
future in the area and we will be working with the Tregurra ‘Action and Growth Group’ on more positive change
projects in the community.
Policing and Safety (ASB, Truro Safe, Action Groups, PACT)
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Out in the community

This past year has seen a decrease in being out in the community due to lockdowns and restrictions but there has
still been some meaningful engagements. Our usual walkabouts where we get the chance to listen to residents were
less than usual but delivering Covid-19 support communications, action group letters and event notifications 14
times saw some of that engagement happen.
It was also important to get the positive message out to the community so having a strong media presence
promoting Community Development with positive stories was useful, especially at a time where good news stories
were most needed. We managed to get the positive message out 6 times. That included coverage in Truro Voice,
West Britton, Cornwall Live and on CHAOS TV.
Part of last year was spent working with The CHAOS Group to settle into Malpas Road Community Centre after we
agreed a lease for them to deliver projects from the centre. The CHAOS Group were keen to open a Community
Larder as a priority. A Community Larder is a service for the community where surplus food from supermarkets is
redistributed to those in need, otherwise it would have been sent to landfill. The items can be anything from tinned
goods to fresh fruit and vegetables, fresh bread and even cakes and flowers!
Since opening the Community Larder at Malpas Road Community Centre on 22nd January, up to the 19th March, 1963
people have been given surplus food, that’s 1235 adults and 728 children. A Community Larder has also been set up
at Trelander and St. Cements Community Hall which from 15th February to 15th March, 447 have been given surplus
food, that’s 276 adults and 171 children.
The impact this has made is remarkable, during this difficult time people have lost jobs or been furloughed which has
put many families in great difficulty to put food on the table, of course we don’t want to be needing to do this but
we’re really proud to be a part of something that has made a real difference in the Malpas Road and Trelander and
St. Clements Communities.

Out in the community engagement activity
Public Interviews (This is getting a message out to
promote Community Development and
project specific information on print media, radio and TV)
Community Larders

Events

Litterpicks/environmental

Estate Walkabouts (including leaflet delivery as this
usually involves listening conversations with residents)
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Update from the communities
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Tregurra
As with all the housing communities it’s been difficult to engage as usual but there has still been meaningful work
taking place. We’ve been working with residents to form the Tregurra ‘Action and Growth’ Group. This group was set
up due to the severe anti-social behaviour residents had to endure.
•

•
•

We worked in partnership with Cornwall Housing, Cornwall Council and the Police to produce a helpful letter
for residents wishing to report anti-social behaviour. This letter was hand delivered to all 227 households.
Not only being useful it was also a timely reminder that there were services there that cared for their
wellbeing
We facilitated 4 online meetings for Tregurra ‘Action and Growth’ Group which played a part in the antisocial behaviour issues coming to an end
We facilitated a virtual Tregurra Quiz which we arranged to bring the community together after they’ve had
such a difficult time

Going forward we’re going to continue to work with the residents at Tregurra to drive change with projects that will
make a real difference in the community. The Tregurra ‘Action and Growth’ Group is a reactive group where it will
make changes in the community that are needed. Now there is a reduction in ASB issues we will be looking at
developing other ideas that will work towards a positive future.
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Malabar
We’ve been busy this year working with New Beginning Community Association (NBCA) towards delivering the brand
new community centre for the area. We’ve put a lot of time in working with NBCA, local councillors and our Project
Manager to get us to the ‘awaiting’ planning permission stage. We’ve received lots of positive comments on the
planning portal supporting this much needed centre.
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Working with NBCA to support those in the community that needed to isolate was also a large part of our work in
Malabar. As you would have seen, we worked closely with NBCA Malabar, Hendra Community Group and Rosedale
Community Association with Covid-19 support. The work was so successful that a support model was written which
can be seen in full by following this link: Click here to see the Covid-19 Support Model. The model of support was
simple but effective and was voluntary and community sector driven with our Community Development service
backing. This effective support model was also featured in the Cornwall Independent Poverty Forum report which is
attached later and was received by all Cornwall Councillors and MPs, many of which gave positive feedback to this
piece of work.

Volunteers are
sourced and
gathered in a
private Facebook
page by the
coordinator

A flyer is
designed, printed
and delivered
with the
coordinator
contact details
included

A request for
help comes into
the coordinator

The request for
help is placed on
the volunteer
Facebook page

When a
volunteer comes
forward the
coordinator
facilitates the
support by
private message
or phone call

The support is
carried out and
the outcomes
listed below are
achieved

Above: Flowchart outlining how people
are supported
Left: The support flyer for Lockdown 3 in
Malabar
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In December we were made aware of a Western Power Distribution grant to support people in the community that
have struggled due to Covid-19 and its restrictions. We thought it would be perfect for NBCA and all the great
support they delivered, especially during the first lockdown. After a phonecall with Lesley Goodman from NBCA, as
Lesley coordinated the volunteers on the Covid support project, we put something together and applied for the full
amount of £1500 which was successful. We identified the older and more isolated, those that have reached out
during the lockdowns and those that have had a difficult year. It was hoped a little festive hamper would bring a
smile to faces. Working with the team of volunteer’s, 150 hampers were put together with crackers, cakes, chocolate
biscuits etc, little Christmas luxuries some may not be able to afford this year and staples such as potatoes, carrots
and peas, tinned beef and fruit.

Left: Richard Hall, Chair or NBCA Malabar
and Lesley Goodman make the front page
of Truro Voice

Right: The team putting the hampers
together

We would like to thank Western Power Distribution, Aldi for the £100 and supporting us when we collected the
goods, Tesco for contributing some extras and the team: Lesley Goodman, Richard Hall, Imogen Parnham, James
Berry Kenny, Lily Hall and local councillors.
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Malpas Road
We’ve worked closely with residents in the Malpas Road community since 2009 and were instrumental in the
opening of the Community Centre. Following on from the report last year we’re really pleased to let you know that
we’ve agreed for The CHAOS Group to lease the building from us. We’re delighted they’ll be delivering from the
centre and of course, we will be working with them on many projects that will build on the assets already in the area
and bring about the positive change residents want to see. As mentioned earlier in this report, a Community Larder
has been opened since the new year (2021) so families that are having a difficult financial time due to Covid-19 can
come along and after a warm welcome can collect food items such as tinned, fresh fruit, vegetables and bread.
Going forward we are in discussion as to how this will develop in future when the need may decrease. With our
fortnightly meetings with the Managing Director of CHAOS we are well placed to work with CHAOS to devise future
plans. There will be positive developments in the centre and the wider community of Malpas Road and we are
looking forward to working with The CHAOS Group in the coming year.

Left: Community Development Officer,
Damien Richards working at the
Community Larder which was featured on
Cornwall Live here:
https://www.cornwalllive.com/news/corn
wall-news/community-larder-helpinghundreds-truro-4988609
Below: Danielle Retallick, Food
Coordinator, The CHAOS Group
introducing a short video

*Click on picture to view video
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Hendra

We work very closely with residents in the Hendra community including Hendra Community Group, a group which
we worked with the community to put together in 2019/20. Being a relatively new group, having their constitution
adopted in January 2020, they were keen to deliver community engaging activities in the area and we were going to
work alongside them to deliver. Unfortunately, due to the restrictions some of what was planned couldn’t happen.
However, some community activities and events were delivered in Hendra in between lockdowns and safely at
Christmas. A community litterpick took place in July, a Christmas event took place and we facilitated 8 Hendra
Community Group meetings using our Zoom account, so members of the group and other residents were able to
meet, discuss the community and make plans for future events.

A brilliant morning litterpicking down at Hendra with
Hendra Community Group today.
I think Hendra Community Group have led the way in
community events like this, to give hope that
communities can come out of the current situation or
now the, 'un' situation and come together
*Social Media 18th July 2020
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Festive Hendra!
What a great community event delivered by Hendra Community Group on Sunday 20th December The
Town Crier, Consort and Father Christmas walked through the Hendra area sharing festive cheer and it
ended with a doorstep sing-along. On route Father Christmas got waves from windows and gardens
from excited children greeting this special visitor!
It was great at the end to see people coming out on their doorsteps to sing Rudolph the Red Nosed
Reindeer, Jingle Bells and Whams Last Christmas. It goes to show, even in these difficult socially
distanced times, events that bring the community together can take place.
Well done Hendra Community Group
*Social media 21st December 2020
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Trelander and St. Clements
Close

Trelander combined with St. Clements Close is the second largest housing area in Truro and they have the fantastic
Trelander and St. Clements Community Hall serving the community which is a valued asset in the area.
Unfortunately, due to Covid-19 the community Hall has been closed and this had left the community without
services such as the weekly youth club, keep fit sessions, Family and Children’s Services delivery and much more.
There were still running costs which needed to be met but without the income from usual bookings it was going to
be difficult to meet the ongoing costs. As we work closely with the Trelander and St. Clements Community
Association we offered to apply for the government’s £10000 ‘COVID-19 Retail, Hospitality and Leisure Grant’ on
their behalf which would help tide the centre over for a while. I’m pleased to say we were successful in the
application and now with lockdowns being relaxed on the horizon we will have a centre that can get back to deliver
the much needed services for the community.

Trelander and St. Clements Community
Hall

Even though ‘normal’ services couldn’t be delivered we’ve had The CHAOS Group Community Larder start in
February. From 15th February to 15th March the Community Larder has given surplus food to 447 people, that’s 276
adults and 171 children which has been a welcome help for residents in need.

Rosedale
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All’s been quiet down at Rosedale, but we’ve still been in the community and we worked closely with Rosedale
Community Association to support those needing to isolate during the lockdowns. As covered earlier in the report
we printed 450 leaflets and worked with Rosedale Community Association to deliver twice to 225 houses in the
Rosedale community. We also delivered our helpful anti-social behaviour guidance letter to all households.

Covid-19 Community Support leaflet

We’re also pleased to let you know that there was a Carol Singing event, which took place on Rosedale Playing Field.
This was an opportunity for residents to come together at a time when there wasn’t a lockdown in place. The Carol
Singing event was delivered by Gloweth Chapel and was a big success with many turning up, socially distanced of
course.
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Treffry Road

Treffy Road is a large housing area to the North of the City, we work in this area and support Treffry Road
Community Association. As in all communities, the group have not been able to meet but we’ve been there to offer
the Covid-19 support and hosted Zoom meetings for the association.

Beechwood Parc

As with the other areas in Truro we’re here to support this community, we’ve hosted all the Beechwood Parc
Community Association (BPCA) committee meetings this year on Zoom. We look forward to working alongside BPCA
in the coming months and years.

Penn An Dre
Penn An Dre is a little community of relatively newly built houses on a site that was once the Richard Lander School
and before that, Richard Lander School. The community has a shop close by, a great church which is very
community-focused led by Reverend Jeremy Putnam. Penn An Dre has Penn An Dre Residents Association (PADRA)
that are a voice for the community, take part and organise community events through a productive partnership with
All Saints Church. PADRA have been in place since we started the initial engagement work back in 2017. We have
worked closely with the association this year hosting Zoom meetings and advising around governance during the
pandemic.
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Other projects and partnerships we are
involved with in Truro
Youth Work
We are mindful that this last year has been very difficult for young people. With schools and colleges closing, youth
clubs, community centres, sporting activities and sadly, Young People Cornwall’s ‘Zebs Youth Centre’ being closed
throughout the pandemic, young people have been left with very little to do at such a difficult time.

We’re lucky to have Young People Cornwall (YPC) delivering in Truro and they have been ‘thinking on their feet’ as to
how to engage with young people. YPC have provided online platforms for activities and when able, have had
outreach workers on the streets. We work closely with YPC and other youth work projects and have had 27
meaningful engagements that were youth work related from April 2020.

We’re also a part of Truro Safe’s ‘Young People Priority’ which is a sub-group of Truro Safe and the priority was to
research what gaps there were in activities for young people and work towards filling them. On the back of Truro
Safe ‘Young People Priority’ meetings there is going to be a skate ramp installed in Pydar Pop Up and Cornwall
Saracens basketball sessions in the same venue.

We’re currently leading on and putting together a plan in partnership with YPC, Truro City Football Club, Cornwall
Housing, Truro Safe ‘Young People Priority’, Cornwall Council (Children and Family Services) and Supasport South
West to deliver community football in the estates this summer.
The aims of Truro Estate Community Football:
➢
➢
➢
➢

To bring fun football sessions to young people in the housing communities in Truro
To bring the community together through sport
Inspire exercise and wellbeing
Engage with young people to see if they would like to have this activity continued and/or develop new ideas
around sport for young people in the estates
➢ To have a meaningful event/activity to take place out of school time
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Friends of Coosebean and Friends of Daubuz
Moors

This is a classic piece of inter-organisational partnership working, working alongside our Countryside Ranger we’ve
facilitated meetings for both of these ‘friends of’ groups to meet this year. Even though it’s been a very difficult time
to organise activities to take place in these beautiful parts of Truro we’ve had 52 meaningful nature and
environment engagements from April 2020. We still met to plan what we can do when the restrictions are lifted and
how to evolve the groups and projects we work with.
One of the most exciting parts of what’s been happing with both of these groups is that the dedicated volunteers are
keen to become fully constituted groups that can project lead and apply for relevant funding. This aspect of the
group development is where the Community Development service plays an important role. The stage we’re at right
now is we’re working with both sets of volunteers to write a constitution or vision statement. Once the constitution
is adopted by the users of the areas, both groups will be formalised with the ability to open a bank account and
apply for funding for exciting projects in Coosebean and Daubuz Moors.
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We were quite honoured to be asked to contribute to ‘A Fair and Just Future for Cornwall’ last year, this was a report
led by Cornwall Independent Poverty Forum and gave us a chance to share with others the fantastic work taking
place in the community during the pandemic. Not only was the report shared through print and social media, it was
also shared with all Cornwall Councillors and the MPs that represent Cornwall in Parliament. The link is available
below to be able to view the whole document.
https://cornwallindependentpovertyforum.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/fair-and-just-future-for-cornwall2020-web-1.pdf

Reflection
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Looking back on last year has raised some stark memories and even though we have seen some difficult times there
have been many positives to take. We’ve not had to change the way we work but change the direction in which we
do, to react to the issues our communities have faced. The Covid-19 support response, we were ready to lead on and
support many of the initiatives that were rolled out to help the vulnerable, why were we ready? Because our
Community Development service has been delivering this for years but in a different way, we were ready and are
able to mobilise our communities for whatever is faced.
Working with communities and groups to work proactively with partners to alleviate anti-social behaviour has been
rewarding, the outcomes have made a real impact for some residents. This has shown that the community coming
together to tackle an issue collectively has been very effective, once again, our Community Development service
working with residents on this has made the difference.
*‘Community development is also understood as a professional discipline, and is defined by the International
Association for Community Development as "a practice-based profession and an academic discipline that
promotes participative democracy, sustainable development, rights, economic opportunity, equality and social
justice, through the organisation, education and empowerment of people within their communities, whether these
be of locality, identity or interest, in urban and rural settings".
*Alison Gilchrist; Marilyn Taylor (2011). The Short Guide to Community Development. Policy Press. pp. 2+. ISBN 9781-84742-689-5.
Looking forward we are going to continue working with existing communities and projects and build on the
additional ways of working brought to us by facing adversity. We will also be looking to engage with new
communities, develop new projects and react to any issues we may face.
We would like to thank you for taking the time to read the Annual Town Report, it’s difficult to include everything we
have been involved with over the year but feel we have shown some of our key activities.
If you have any questions, would like to get involved with any of the community activity or have some ideas you
would like to discuss then don’t hesitate to get in touch.
Office Address:
Damien Richards
Community Development Officer
Truro City Council
Municipal Offices
Boscawen Street
Truro
TR1 2NE
Email:
damien@truro.gov.uk
Landline/Mobile
01872 274766 / 07941111661
*if you’ve not been able to click on links to further information in this report please get in touch and a hard copy
can be sent

Annual Report, April 2020 - March 2021
Catherine Williams
Assistant Community Development Worker

The Covid 19 outbreak has made for the necessary changes which are outlined, here, in
the opening paragraph of the year’s report. For me, methods and delivery of work have
been adapted to comply with government Covid guidelines in the following ways: a far
greater use of online communication, giving rise to an increased use of social media,
such as face book, and video-link meeting platforms; carefully arranged socially distanced
meetings have taken place in public spaces at those times when guidelines and risk assessments have permitted; on the whole, greater concentration and time has been given
towards developing, promoting and supporting community interests and activities outdoors as much as is possible.
Spring flowers lend some brightness
to our communities; they certainly
bring a smile to my face, equally in
their beauty and promise of longer,
sunnier days ahead.
The Truro Daff Crew, led by Loic Rich,
planted daffodil bulbs - kindly donated by Liam Shoesmith of Truro City
Council’s Parks & Gardens’ department - in December 2020, at Trelander, and on New Years Day 2021 at
Beechwood Parc. These and others
we’ve planted in previous years are
now blooming.
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Dementia Friendly Truro
The Dementia Friendly Truro workshop for facilitators started in November 2020; it is delivered and led by Kevin Feaviour of ImagineIf. Pooling our ideas as a group, we are developing a tool kit which aids in the promotion of: connectedness; happiness and a sense of belonging in the community.
For general discussion and planning are: the creation of everyday places and spaces where
members of the community feel comfortable - these will be friendly environments which
are also environmentally friendly. To achieve our goals we will:
•

engage with locals who are already improving places;

•

aim towards cohesion - a co-productive venture in which we build on existing resources;

•

share our knowledge of dementia with others, thus kickstarting a greater understanding of dementia in our community.

Research tells us that when people are in need they usually turn to those with whom they
feel closest; this supports our goal which aims towards having more of our community from shop workers to the general public - better understand dementia.

Working with Councillors, Lindsay Southcombe
and Stuart Roden, plus Admiral (dementia)
Nurse, Caroline Ellis, and the Sensory Trust’s
Ellie Robinson, the first event for Dementia
Friendly Truro will take place on a Friday - 6th
August 2021 - at Truro City Council’s Victoria
Gardens. Head gardener, Barry Champion, is
also involved and we are very grateful for his
guidance and help.
Sensory Strollers - a local walking group run by
the Sensory Trust - will be attending the session and we hope that, through various contacts and general publicity, interest will grow.
The aim is that regular meetings at Victoria
Gardens will follow which will be adapted according to the specific needs and preferences
of attendees.
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Truro’s Great Outdoors
The approach of lockdown saw the beginnings of the
Facebook group, Truro’s Green Community, set up by
Chris Waddle - Truro City Council’s countryside ranger
- and assisted by a small group of us serving as the
group’s admin team. Recognising that a much needed
boost to our sense of well being could be brought
about through connecting with and sharing our experiences of local nature, we were more than pleasantly
surprised at how quickly interest was gained. To date,
there are in the region of 660 members, providing the
added benefit of a good-sized platform from which to
publicise locally-based nature activities occurring
throughout the year.

Elephant hawkmoth pupa

Apple blossom

Penair Community Garden

Truro Community Orchard

Hairy footed flower bee

Red admiral butterfly

Redannick Allotments

Glasteinen Woods
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Truro’s Nature Explorers
A degree of respite, presenting itself as an
easing of lockdown, during the summer
months presented an opportunity for a
group of us - Chris Waddle leading with Lindsay Southcombe, Sharon Nettleton and myself - to work towards putting on some fascinating and well attended drop-in sessions for
the chance to Explore Nature in Truro.

Pictured right: investigating the hedgehog house in
Glasteinen Woods

Pictured left: a family group samples pheasant berries for the
first time.
Pictured above: Exploring Nature group, Glasteinen Woods.
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Nature Talks and Nature Spotting
Chris Waddle (pictured left) gives a guided nature tour of
Coosebean’s riverside-woodland and meadows areas.

Richard Argall (pictured centre) delivers a fascinating talk
about Truro’s Community Orchard which is situated in
the grounds of New County Hall.

Pictured at the bottom left of the page is a group of Truro’s Nature Explorers looking specifically for waspspiders in the undergrowth. Bottom right is a picture of
one of the many wasp-spiders we spotted on the day.
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Victoria Gardens

Head gardener, Barry Champion, gave a well attended and very interesting talk about the
history and plant-life of Truro’s Victoria Gardens. Pictured above, Barry is talking about
the popular central feature of Victoria Gardens which is the fountain and pond.
Chris Waddle (pictured to the left) is focussing on the
swathe of flowers whose purpose is to attract pollinators to the Gardens.
Pictured to the bottom right of the page is a family
group looking closely at bees and hoverflies; meanwhile I was on hand to explain, in particular, about
solitary bees and bumblebees.
On the bottom left is captured a picture of a bumblebee we spotted on the day.
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RVS, Truro’s Growing Community
A small group of us - me, Lindsay Southcombe and Emily Downs - have taken on RVS status,
hoping, eventually, to bring together community gardening throughout Truro and starting
with Furniss Island. Being an RVS group brings us much guidance and support from the organisation itself. Unfortunately we haven’t yet been able to hold events or recruit volunteers because of the Covid Crisis; however, we have tried to circumnavigate this problem
by starting to share seeds this spring.

Our aim is to have people grow plants and, if
they want, share their progress; at the same
time we’d hope that some would volunteer to
raise some plants at home so that they could
later be planted out in Furniss Island gardens.

All being well and Covid restriction dependent, we would like to hold an event later this
year to launch the group, Truro’s Growing
Community.

(Credit to Emily for the poster and seed packet
inserts designs.)

Salad seeds were donated by the RVS and
a couple of places in Truro - the library and
Pollen coffee shop - kindly agreed to serve
as points of collection for the seeds.

Seed envelopes are handmade from unwanted
magazines and each seed packet comes with information about the group and how to grow the
seeds.
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Adapting to Change
Penair Community Garden and Truro Repair Café
Once lockdown descended there were two of us left to garden at Penair Community Garden and Truro Repair Café was left with planning future events but with no clue as to when
or where this might be possible. With easing of lockdown we almost held an event for the
Truro Repair Café at St George’s Church but necessary rules and regulations regarding
Covid meant it was wholly impracticable. Since the Repair Café couldn’t be held, for an indefinite time, it was suggested that members of the group could volunteer at Penair Community Garden. A couple of Truro Repair Café members helped at the garden on a few occasions.

RHS Truro in Bloom couldn’t go ahead in 2020 but the garden did receive a certificate in
recognition of its continued contribution to the local community.

A little event was spontaneously held in celebration of the 75th anniversary of VE day, the
two participants making an effort to dress as land
girls - that’s me on the left of the picture, by the
way.
Penair Community Garden is - and was throughout
lockdown - a welcome source of focus and relaxation either with or without a cup of freshly brewed
lemon balm tea.
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Trelander Community Larder with Chaos
and
Getting Creative
Café Chaos started a community larder, this February, at Trelander
and St Clements Community Hall. It’s a pleasure and a privilege to
help them out every Monday; especially appreciated is the chance to
catch up with residents and staff alike.

Working with Suzie West, of Tyller A Nerth,
and Charlotte Williams, of Truro BID, we
attracted participants for a new group, Truro
Art Club, which officially started at the end of
March this year.

Adjusting for the previously planned outdoor
events which couldn’t take place, over the
Autumn half-term, a team of us had a programme of activities delivered virtually instead.
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Miscellaneous
Hidden somewhere in the background, there’s certain to be some hard slog put into an existing or would-be project; as well as efforts towards helping others provide a worthwhile
community service. Below are some examples and representations of the above categories of work which serve as a useful reminder that nothing is truly a failure when we make
an effort to examine and learn from - rather than dismiss - that experience.

Sensing that there are many lonely people out there also out of the frustration of not being able to continue running Truro’s Chatty Cafés, our good-natured
plans being thwarted time and time again - Lindsay
Southcombe and I set up a virtual chatty café. Noone was interested except for a couple of kindly folk
who offered to help run the sessions.

Teaming up with Claire Jones of Sunshine and Showers, Truro, an offer was
made to help recruit more help in the
Malpas Road area. Poster designed and
published, we learned that there was already adequate help for those residents made vulnerable as a result of lockdown.

The jury’s still out as to whether or not
we need to gather Truro’s gardening volunteers under the one umbrella going by
the catchy name of Truro’s Green Task
Force. The discussions have been had;
the poster created; the publicity done;
the big meeting held. We’ll have to wait
and see.
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